COLLECTED FOR KIA

CASE STUDY

How Reevoo helped
Kia engage with
customers and increase
car sales

Kia Motors is Korea's oldest car manufacturer.
Its vehicles are sold and served through a network of
distributors and dealers covering 172 countries.
In 2011, Kia Motors UK led the industry by becoming
the first to select Reevoo to harness the power of consumer
opinions from verified customers.
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“We knew that consumers were leaving our website to read
reviews on 3rd party sites. Collecting, collating and sharing
genuine verified reviews and conversations from real car
owners directly on our site allows us to improve the customer
experience and generate more visits and qualified leads to our
UK dealerships.”
JOHN BACHE
Head of Customer Communications, Kia Motors UK
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The background

Kia knew that online research and social tools are increasingly important and that it can no
longer rely on physical dealer sites to generate business.
In addition, perception of the Kia brand was lagging behind the transformation in its vehicles
over the past few years. It saw owner reviews of its latest models as a more effective way of
speeding up the change in brand perception than traditional advertising methods. Kia also
looked to ratings and review collection methods to help get on consumers' consideration
lists for new car purchases.
As one of the first automotive brands to implement consumer reviews, Kia needed a vendor
who showed understanding of its goals and ability to adapt to its requirements. Kia chose
Reevoo for the following reasons:
• Credibility and impartiality of an independent third party brand
• Experience in other industries such as retail and travel
• Expert collection that guaranteed plenty of reviews, all from verified owners
• Ability to adapt to its needs and deliver a compelling solution
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The solution

Reevoo provided car reviews from verified owners and conversations between owners
and customers, that were integrated across the Kia UK site. Visitors to the site could
read reviews, filter reviews by groups of similar consumers (e.g. families with children)
and get rapid, trustworthy answers to any questions or concerns directly from a community
of engaged car owners.
Social sharing was encouraged by integration with Facebook and Twitter, and timely
invitations to share reviews and questions.
To get the most from consumer opinions, Kia chose our fully managed service. Reevoo's
expert team took responsibility for the success of the solution, creating tailored questionnaires
and email communication, moderating content, and advising on how to optimise ROI.
Easy-to-use analytics and management tools enabled Kia to maintain a constant dialogue with
its customers and receive feedback rich in ideas for marketing improvements. Kia marketing
used results from the semantic analysis of consumer opinions to focus and strengthen its
marketing campaigns. Kia product development benefited from rapid market feedback into its
new car models that gave them a better understanding of genuine Kia owners' views.
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300%
increase in test drive bookings
when reviews are read.
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The results

• Bookings of test drives increased by 300% when reviews from verified car owners were read.
• Visitor engagement soared, with a 280% increase in average time spent on site and 2.4x
more page views for visitors who read community-driven Q&A.
• The new online community of Kia car owners, powered by Reevoo, has been growing
rapidly with 64% of all reviewers opting in to answer car related questions. All the questions
asked by prospective buyers on Kia’s site received timely answers from car owners.
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Phase two

The next gear:
taking it multichannel
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Kia strives to integrate customer-centric activities
with its brand slogan, “The power to surprise”.
Having already given its customers a voice through
reviews, Kia saw the opportunity to amplify those
voices beyond the webpage.
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The project

After successfully utilising Reevoo’s core solutions; car reviews and consumer Q&A, Kia
wanted to reach new heights. It came up with an omni-channel solution to leverage the
power of its ratings and reviews, setting it further apart from its competitors.
The first step for Kia was to implement Reevoo’s embedded reviews solution on its
website, and set up a dedicated page giving an overview of Kia’s partnership with Reevoo, kia.
co.uk/reviews. Huge volumes of regularly refreshed user-generated content,
collected by Reevoo, has resulted in Google crawling pages with embedded review content
1.4 times more often than pages without; consequently, Kia has soared up the search rankings.
Prior to the implementation of Reevoo’s embedded reviews, a Google search for ‘Kia reviews’
did not provide a direct link to the Kia website on the first page of results. Since embedding
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reviews on its website however, kia.co.uk has been pushed to the top of the organic search
results, meaning that buyers are much more likely to read about the latest Kia models on its
website. This is an important result for Kia as its product range has been transformed in the
last few years. Not only have overall organic search visits increased by 86% in the last year,
but the number of organic visits to the Kia site from searches containing the word ‘review’
increased by over 300%. In addition, the number of total searches that contain the word
‘review’ has increased by over 350%, from 251 keywords to 896.
Such was the positive change in online behaviour, Kia launched a multi-channel marketing
campaign which focuses on the voice of the customer. This review content has been the
centre of its TV, press and online advertising campaign, enabling Kia to maximise the benefits
of all that Reevoo has to offer. Review scores are also displayed on cars in UK dealerships.
The expansion of our partnership has allowed Kia to fully integrate with other social media
outlets such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. This has enhanced Kia’s presence within the
market and created a novel and exciting way for customers to engage with the company in
an increasingly social industry.
Finally, Kia is also benefiting from a 10% increase in click through rate on paid ads from
Google Seller Ratings. The company has more than 3,500 service reviews collected by
Reevoo about Kia dealerships and a rating of 4.5 stars.
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Kia’s successful 2013 reviews-focused advertising campaign started
a fundamental shift for the car company - one where the voice of
the customer was put front and centre of its communications.
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Still from Kia TV ad

375 %

increase in search terms which include
the word “review” that are driving traffic
to the Kia website
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The results

• Website pages with embedded content are crawled 1.4 x more often than website pages
without review content
• A Google search for “Kia reviews” now puts Kia at the top of the search results
• Overall organic visits increased by 86%; organic visits from keywords including the word
“review” increased by over 300%
• The number of search terms that drive organic traffic to the Kia website which include the
word “review” has increased by 357% from 251 keywords to 896 keywords
• 10% increase in CTR on paid ads with Google Seller Ratings
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Why Reevoo?

The Reevoo brand gives credibility, gains customer confidence and trust in the authenticity
of reviews, and helps establish an image of Kia as a customer-focused company. The simple
fact that Reevoo is an independent third party shows Kia’s willingness to engage with all
manner of reviews, both good and bad. Consumers are empowered to make the right
purchasing decision based on a complete picture of the products and company as a whole.
Reevoo is the industry standard solution for automotive, working with brands like Honda,
Nissan, Hyundai, Volvo, Lexus, Ford dealers, Kia dealers.
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To see Kia's reviews in action, visit
kia.co.uk

+44 (0)20 7654 0350 | info@reevoo.com | www.reevoo.com
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